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Background
• In a living cell, only some genes are active (expressed)
• Active gene  RNA
• Identify all RNA’s = identify active genes
• Cell types differ by their active genes
• Different types of neurons communicate  learning and memory

Pipeline Validation

Processing results of the same test data
Compared: Pipeline vs semi-manual (Columbia U Lab)
 RNA-Seq processing
High correlation between the “new” and “old” approaches:

Importance of studying differences in active genes
Research Question:
Which genes have different activity in motor vs sensory neurons?

Correlations of gene activity
levels calculated for 4 Aplysia
samples (C1-C4).

Model organism -- sea mollusk Aplysia
• large (up to 0.5mm) neurons
• genome has ~30,000 genes
• genome and genes are poorly studied

Comparisons relevant to
Pipeline validation are marked
by red squares.

 Microarrray processing
100% match of the “old” and “new” lists of genes that have
different activity levels in motor vs sensory neurons.

Problem
No available software for gene expression analysis in poorly studied
genomes that are easily customizable and capable of processing
various sources of RNA data (RNA-Seq and Microarrays).

Comparing Active Genes
in motor and sensory neurons

Results

(“Sample” = RNA data from a certain type of cells)

Conclusions

Gene Pathways

The developed Pipeline:

Major functional gene functions (gene pathways) that
differ between motor and sensory neurons:

Unsupervised hierarchical
clustering of the data samples
reflects their identity

Cell Interaction group – 5 pathways
Cell Signaling group – 7 pathways
Cell Receptor group – 2 pathways
Example of Cell Signaling Pathway -- Calcium signaling

R2 - motor
neurons

~10,000 genes analyzed, and 185 genes
found to be associated with neuronal type

combines several analysis tools in a single system
single data repository for several projects
universal: applicable to any gene expression study
accepts both RNA-Seq and Microarray data

Biological Research:

• Motor and sensory neurons have different sets of active genes.
• Identified 185 genes and 24 pathways that are associated with
neuronal cell type (neuronal identity).
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1. Neurotransmitter
activates a receptor
on the cell surface

2. Activated enzymes
produce intracellular
signals
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3. Cell proliferation,
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